EQUIPMENT : PACE EDWARDS JACKRABBIT™ AND ROLL-TOP-COVER®
oll-Top-Cover® from Pace Edwards is
known as the original retractable
pickup bed hard tonneau, in the
marketplace since 1985 (and with
recent updates). The JackRabbit™ offers
several new innovations.
Either hard tonneau cover retracts out of
the way into a canister at the front of your
truck bed, leaving plenty of room to haul
large cargo when you need to. A UV- and
weather-resistant black padded vinyl polymer cover is laminated to rigid interlocking
aluminum panels, which glide along black
powder-coated side rails (an outer and an
inner piece per side on the Roll-Top; one per
side on the JackRabbit). A heavy-duty spring
helps the tonneau cover retract smoothly
and easily, and a built-in pull strap (standard
on the JackRabbit) engages the latch at
intervals (every 12" on the JackRabbit; two
positions with the Roll-Top on short-bed and
three on long-bed models). The Roll-Top is
positioned by moving a key lock cylinder
into position; the JackRabbit has a quickrelease knob with locking optional.
The Roll-Top requires a drilled
installation (with a clamp-on option
available for most models). The JackRabbit
provides a patented new SpeedClamp™
design (for all but the Chevy Stepside) for
quick and drill-free installation. The lowprofile, aerodynamic design maximizes
fuel economy on the JackRabbit (savings
are estimated up to 11%), which has a
canister and cover profile no higher than
the rail; the Roll-Top canister sits 1-1/2"
higher than the rail. Both tops fit over 5th
wheel trailer hitches. Both now come with
a WeatherGate™ tailgate seal, and Pace
Edwards offers tailgate locking via either
their PowerGate™ electric or Pop&Lock®
manual locks, to secure cargo in the truck
bed. In addition, the JackRabbit offers a
center offset locking position standard,
with other custom options available. The
design can also accommodate a toolbox, at
least the Pace Edwards ToolTop™, which is
engineered to work with the cover; this
should be ordered at the same time as the
cover, although it can be added later if you
don’t mind replacing your rails with a new
set at that time.
The Roll-Top-Cover® retails from $682 to
$903 depending on vehicle application, and
the JackRabbit™ from $837 to $1017. There
are dealers and distributors throughout
Arizona. See www.paceedwards.com ■
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